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Once Upon a Time. . .
Forged from a team of seasoned professionals, Training & eTracking
Solutions thrives on bringing highly effective online training programs to
the human services industry. By carefully blending our team’s backgrounds
in both social services and higher education, Training & eTracking Solutions’
online programs ensure that you always stay a step ahead.
Realizing that employee training is vital to the success of individuals,
agencies, and associations within in the human services field, Training &
eTracking Solutions prides itself on creating content rich online trainings.
We’ve built our training programs to focus on employees retaining more
knowledge through interactive excercies, real-world situations, and
engaging simulations.

Experience Convenient Content Delivery
Training & eTracking Solutions is the link between you and the future
of online training. The world of training is quickly developing, as more
effective, efficient learning methods are being discovered each day.
Training & eTracking Solutions remains on the cutting edge of this online
movement, establishing ourselves as leaders in the industry through
thoughtful consideration of the needs of our clients, and a strong
knowledge of the latest trends and technology.
We can take any training materials you currently have, no matter the
format, and turn them into engaging, interactive, online training programs
that are completely self-contained and accessible from anywhere in the
world. We take pride in the fact that the contents of our training programs
are a step above anything else out there, and by teaming up with us, your
training can also be at the forefront of online learning.
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How Do You Keep Yourself a Step Ahead?
It All Starts with an IDEA…

I

nteractive – It’s a fact: presenting dry, uninterrupted content is not an
effective way to teach. Learners need to be challenged. They need to be
tested on their knowledge. They need to be able to use what they learn,
as they learn it, to truly understand and retain that information. Every
training program we develop is enhanced with effective, focused, and fun
interactive activities that spice things up to present you with an exciting
and engaging learning experience.

D

irect – We believe in taking the most direct route to knowledge
by teaching learning objectives. Rather than fill our programs with
hours of fluff, we focus our training programs on targeted objectives,
giving learners everything they need to succeed without filling their heads
with redundant information. Our online trainings cater to your agency’s
specific needs. When learners complete our training courses, they walk
away with the confidence, knowledge, and skills necessary to perform on
the job from day one.

E

ngaging – True engagement for the learner requires a completely
immersive learning experience. We get our users excited about our
training through interactive activities, but also through our completely
user-driven presentation method. Fast learners can move along quickly,
and those who need more time can take all they need. No one sits around
bored, and no one is ever left behind. The icing on the cake is our energetic
voiceovers, which bring a whole new life to our training programs and
give users that extra layer of support in digesting our content.

A

ccessible – Our mission is to create effective training that can be
done by anyone, anytime, anywhere. We don’t believe people
should ever suffer a sub-par learning experience because training can’t fit
into their schedules, or they don’t have a training site nearby. We host our
training online, available every hour of every day. 5am on a Tuesday? We’re
there. 12am on a Sunday? We’re there. Wherever and whenever you want
to train, we are sure to be there for you.
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ID/Development
Final Deployment

Cutting-Edge Professionals You Can Count On
Training & eTracking Solutions brings to you the most ambitious, driven team in the
human services industry. With decades of experience as leaders in instructional design,
eLearning, and social services support, this group of professionals is determined to
bring online training to the next level, and keep you a step ahead!

Martin Dennis
President
Martin has been an advocate of the social services sector for more than 25 years. Over those years, Martin has had
the unique opportunity to cultivate many life-long relationships with individuals throughout the industry, and has
developed an acute understanding of their needs. Knowing full well the powerful influence good training programs
have, Martin set out to establish the “gold-standard” of highly effective training programs at a price everyone can
afford, as a way to give back to the community that he holds dear.

Adam Noll
Vice President
Adam comes from a seasoned mix of media prowess and program deployment where he has continued to thrive and
push the envelope in the online learning space. Always seeking out the latest in interactive educational experiences,
Adam has worked with some of the largest eLearning companies in the industry on cutting-edge projects, ever
expanding his expertise in media production and software development in the eLearning arena.

Amy Lewkovich
Marketing Director
Amy spent more than a decade in professional sports marketing and communication before joining our team. Using
her years of public relations and web content development experience, Amy oversees our marketing and social
media endeavors in order to attract new customers and further engage our existing partners. She works closely
with development team to ensure that when you think of online training you think of Training & eTracking Solutions.

Elisia Melody
Program Manager

With her myriad technical and design skills and ability to establish a clear project vision, Elly is the key to keeping
our training programs on track throughout the development process. Starting with face-to-face meetings and direct
feedback from our clients, she brings the most engaging, effective, and personalized training programs to life.

Stacy Clark-Katz
Media Producer

The newest member of the team, Stacey Clark-Katz, is our resident Baltimore-City gal and utility media producer. A
jack of all trades, Stacey knows all there is to know about Baltimore (except why Natty Boh only has one eye) and is a
die-hard fan of the local sports teams. She is also currently working toward a degree from the Stevenson University
Professional Studies Accelerated Program and is a proud inductee into the Phi Theta Kappa National Honor Society.

Dustin Kominoth
Operations Manager
Dustin brings to the team nearly two decades of experience working within the business operations of small
companies. He believes that an earnest devotion to customer service is essential for any business, and leads the
company in nurturing all client relationships. From hosting walkthroughs of our training system to presenting new
ideas to enhance our products, Dustin is committed to helping all users make the most of their training experience.
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Keep In Touch!
Want to hear about the latest course developments? Have a course of your
own that you are thinking about bringing online? Having a tech issue or a
bad hair day? No problem! We’re always here to help. Give us a shout and
let us know how we can help better your day!

Visit us Online at:
www.yourtrainingprovider.com
or Visit us on Social Media:
P.O. Box 747
Cockeysville, MD 21030
(Toll Free) 866.523.3294
(Fax) 866.903.0907
(e) info@yourtrainingprovider.com
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